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FOCUS OF THE MONTH: GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN,
IS UNCLE SAM WALKING TOWARDS DEFAULT?

TIMELINES: Government
Shutdown and Obamacare

US GOVERNMENT
PARTIAL SHUTDOWN
Approximately 800,000 non-essential staff at
federal agencies out of 2.8m has been sent home
following the partial US Government Shutdown.
Another 1.3m are being asked to work without
pay. Non-urgent duties will be postponed until a
satisfactory budget deal is achieved.
Although the security services are still untouched
and retirees are still receiving their pensions, the
federal lawmaking seems to be so paralyzed that
bridging the Republicans and Democrats
divergences by October 17th, when a budget deal
needs to be reached, is becoming increasingly
unlikely day after day. The last Government
shutdown in the US dated back to 1995-96, when
a record 21 days of suspended services was
reached.

September 20:
Republican-led House of
Representatives passes a budget
resolution that includes a
defunding of Obama’s Health
Care Reform (Obamacare). The
spending bill indeed maintains
spending levels but does not
provide funding to implement
the Affordable Care Act, or
Obamacare.

October 2013
September 30:
End of fiscal year, the existing
budget resolution expired. If a
new budget deal is not reached
by this date, part of the
government will be shutdown

What is going on in the world’s biggest Economy? In order to have the legal authority to spend
public money, the Congress must agree on a provisional budget law. Nevertheless, a budget deal
has not yet been found. With Republicans opposition mainly triggered by ideology rather than
technical issues, it is difficult to speculate how long the shutdown is going to last. By opposing
the budget proposal House Republicans are indeed actually aiming at blocking Obama’s healthcare reform, whose effects for 2013 became partly operative during the last few weeks.
A brief summary:
1) The Senate rejected a bill from the Republican-led House of Representatives requesting
a one-year-delay to the implementation of Obamacare, Obama’s health reform.
2) The House voted for a new bill that still tied government funding to Obamacare
3) The Senate rejected that bill and refused to form a negotiating committee with the House
of Representatives.
The Republican-led House of Representatives is stressing the one-year delay of Obamacare’s
2013 implementation as a necessary condition for approving any budget deal. Nevertheless, while
President Obama is willing to negotiate over bigger budget issues, he is not going to accept any
delay to its biggest achievement (i.e. Obamacare).
So, may we have the check? The shutdown’s costs depends on how long it is going to last.
Goldman Sachs estimated that every week of shutdown might cost the biggest economy in the
world up to $8bn. This could cut the 2013 growth rate from 2.5% per cent to 1.6%.
What is Obamacare? The aim of the Obamacare is to extend health insurance coverage to the
US population who lack it (about 15%). Under the new health law Americans will be required to
purchase health insurance, while the Government will offer subsidies to make coverage more
affordable. The goal is to reduce the cost of insurance by driving healthy and young people to
purchase insurance before they get older and/or ill. Risk premia are indeed charged by Insurance
firms according to age and medical history. An ill person will be compelled to pay way more than
a healthy one, often becoming non-insurable.
Would a one-year delay in Obamacare implementation be that bad? Yes, it would. The
newly-introduces health law is indeed based on two main pillars: every US citizen must have
health insurance and Insurance firms are not allowed to charge ill people more. If the delay takes
place and only the second pillar becomes operative, the healthy will not purchase insurance until
they become ill and – since they cannot reject ill and thus expensive customers - Insurance firms
will raise risk premia. This vicious circle would make Insurance unaffordable for the poor
without significant subsidies from the US Government, thus making the health system ever more
heavy and likely to collapse. Moreover, it is undeniable that the issue is becoming an arm
wrestling match between Democrats and Republicans: if the a minority opposition has the power
to stop the President’s main achievement, settled legislation will always be opposable, thus
debunking the pillar of “legal certainty”.

October 1:
Obamacare begins and
government shutdown starts
due to inconclusive
negotiations on a new budget
deal. Without the legal
authority to spend public
money, the US Government is
paralyzed.
October 17:
The US Treasury is predicted
to reach its borrowing limit,
also known as “debt ceiling”.
If the Congress does not raise
the ceiling, the US will not be
able to meet their obligations.
US debt default in now
regarded as the worst-case
scenario.

IMPLEMENTATION
OF OBAMACARE
2010: Insurance firms were
barred from imposing lifetime
limits of health coverage,
rejecting children with preexisting illnesses and
divesting people from health
coverage in some
circumstances.
2011: The reform expanded
access to preventative health
services and introduced
discounts on drugs for US
citizens in the Medicare
programme.
2012: Introduced measured
and provisions to lower costs
of health insurance.
October
2013: Consumer health
insurance marketplaces go
online.
2014: Insurers will not be
allowed to deny coverage to ill
people. Those who are not
covered by government health
programmes or by their
employers will be required to
purchase a health Insurance.
The Medicaid (for the poor)
will be extended in coverage,
while tax credits will finance
the purchase of health
coverage.

It gets worse. By the end of October – probably by October 17 - the US Treasury is
predicted to reach its borrowing limit, also known as “debt ceiling”. If a deal
between Republicans and Democrats is not reached and Congress does not raise (or
removes) the ceiling, America may not be able to meet some of its obligations and
the Federal Government will be compelled to take hard and unpopular decisions.
What if America defaults on its debt? It would be simply disastrous, up to the
point than no reasonable political party would take such responsibility. While a debt
default is thus unlikely, the consequences would be for the US currency and
Treasuries to stop being the safe haven they have always been considered. A default
would indeed cause investors alarm, thus hitting Treasury demand and making
yields higher. As a consequence, it will be harder for the US to borrow so much and
so cheap. Moreover, since US Treasuries are widely used as collateral in financial
markets, debasing these assets may lead lenders to ask for a different collateral. The
consequences for financial markets may be comparable to Lehman Collapse in
2008. Of course, this is so unlikely to sound ridiculous.
Republicans will not vote for raising the debt ceiling unless further concessions come from the White House. President Obama, on the
other hand, in not willing to negotiate on public spending (especially Obamacare funding). Seems like the US have come to a standstill.
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